The Vetter siblings on April 28, 2016 during Christine's birthday celebration, front (l-r): Wendelin (Bismarck), Anna Mary (Bismarck), Elizabeth Wald (Bismarck), John, Catherine Huber (Bismarck), August (Linton) and Christine Gross (Bismarck); back: Leo (Bismarck), Tony (Bismarck), Benjamin (Linton), Joe (Bismarck), Adam (rural Linton) and Valentine Vetter (Bismarck).

The Veters and their 13 children in the early years: front (l-r): Christine Gross, Veronica and Joseph Vetter, Anna Mary Fettig; middle: Leo, Adam, Sister Josephine (Catherine Huber), Elizabeth Wald, August and Wendelin; back: Benjamin, Valentine, Tony, John and Joe.